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Informational
Some of the new statutes fit under two or more different categories, but I have included each under only one. I have included many cross references.
This treatise does not include all new statutes and rules that affect California criminal law, only the ones I think most important for the criminal law bench and bar.
The most complete set of new Rules is found at the California Courts web site, under menu item “Forms and Rules.” The most complete list of new legislative bills is at
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pdf/BillsEnactedReport2015.pdf .
All bills take effect on Jan. 1, 2017, unless noted. Initiatives take effect the day after the election, unless noted.
Statutory text, and Rule text, is in this font, and indented.
This treatise is for information purposes only; it does not provide legal advice.
Abbreviations
P = Prosecution

D = Defendant or Defense.

M = Minor, or Ward.

V = Victim

Ds = Defendants
Vs = Victims

----------------------------------------------------------------------AB = Assembly Bill.

SB = Senate Bill.

Stats. 2017, ch. xxx = Statutes and Amendments to the Codes for 2017. Each bill
signed into law gets a chapter number.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------BP = Business and Professions Code

CCP = Code of Civil Procedure

EC = Evidence Code

FC = Family Code

GC = Government Code

HS = Health and Safety Code

PC = Penal Code

VC = Vehicle Code

WI = Welfare and Institutions Code
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Highlights and Lowlights
 Adult Use of Marijuana legalized and regulated. (Prop. 64)
See “Controlled Substances” and “Postconviction Relief”
 CDCR can grant early parole consideration for nonviolent felons, and conduct credits
(Prop. 57)
See “Prison and Prisoners”
 Death Penalty appellate procedure reformed to go faster. (Prop. 66) (Stayed, on Dec.
20, 2016, by CA. Supreme Ct.)
See Death Penalty
 Guns and ammunition (Prop. 63) See “Guns and Ammunition” & “Other Laws”
 Motion to vacate certain convictions for specified immigration reasons, or because of
new evidence showing actual innocence.
See “Postconviction Relief”
 Peremptory Challenges in Misdemeanors Reduced from ten to six.

See “Juries”

 Rape: (1) Definition expanded; (2) probation prohibited for rape and similar crimes of
certain intoxicated persons, and (3) statute of limitations for many sex crimes eliminated.
See “Rape and Similar Sexual Assaults.”
 Deadline extended to seek Prop. 47 reductions.

See “Postconviction Relief”

 Juveniles can no longer be direct-filed upon in adult court. (P57) See “Juveniles”
 Words and Phrases: “Spouse,” “marital,” “registered domestic partner” (or combinations) substituted for “husband and wife,” and similar words and phrases, in almost
200 Code sections.
See, e.g., “Evidence”
 Recording of all murder suspects’ custodial interrogation is required. See “Evidence”
 Prostitution divided into three separate forms; mandatory increased sentences for subsequent offenses repealed.
See “Crimes, New and Amended.”
 CA Rule of Court 4.106 lets Ds who FTA’s or FTP’s in infractions file petition to vacate or modify payments for inability to pay or good cause. See “Rules of Court”
 Pilot programs test a new diversion program, a new Deferred Entry of Judgment program, and misdemeanor probable cause hearings.
See “Pilot Programs”
 See “Other New Laws of Note” for very short summaries of additional New Laws.
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Conduct Credits
CDCR can award conduct credits (Prop. 57, Nov. 2016 election)
This enacted new § 32 of Cal. Const. art. I, providing, in relevant part:

(a)(2) Credit Earning: [CDCR] shall have authority to award
credits earned for good behavior and approved rehabilitative or educational achievements.
(b) [CDCR] shall adopt regulations in furtherance of these provisions, and the Secretary of [CDCR] shall certify that these regulations protect and enhance public safety.

Prison Conduct credits were heretofore governed only by PC §§ 2930 to 2935.
CDCR’s regulations for these are at Cal. Code Regs. title 15 §§ 3042 to 3047.
At this writing, CDCR has not issued any new regulations to implement this new
constitutional authority, and has not stated a timetable for doing so.
The dissent, in the pre-election case that let Prop 57 be on the ballot, wrote “[Prop.
57] does not explain how this new … constitutional provision would interact with the
[Legislative credit] provisions…. [T]he constitutional provision would seem to displace
the statutory scheme. But … is [that] the intent[?].… [P]erhaps any credits [CDCR]
awards under its new constitutional authority would be in addition to, rather than instead
of, the statutory credits.…” (Brown v. Superior Court (2016) 63 Cal.4th 335, 361.)
The “Analysis by the Legislative Analyst” in the Voter Information Guide says,
“[CDCR] could award increased credits to those currently eligible for them and credits to
those currently ineligible. [This] would reduce the amount of time served in prison.”
Other aspects of Prop. 57: see “Juvenile Delinquency Law” and “Parole”
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Controlled Substances
Marijuana: Adult Recreational Use (Prop. 64)
Note: Regulation of commercial marijuana business (including criminal penalties),
and medical use (which is preserved) are not discussed in detail. Business licenses will
not be issued until January, 2018. Added medical use sections are HS §§ 11362.712,
11362.713, 11362.84 and 11362.85; amended is HS § 11362.755.
Covered here in more detail are sections on adult non-medicinal (recreational) use.
Added are HS §§ 11362.1, 11362.2, 11362.3, 11362.4, 11362.45, and 11361.8
Amended are HS 11357; 11358; 11359; 11360; 11361.5
The heart of adult recreational use is new HS 11362.1, subd (a):
(a) Subject to [added HS §§] 11362.2, 1362.3, 11362.4, and
11362.45 … it shall be lawful under state and local law … for persons [age] 21 … or older to:
(1) Possess, process, transport, purchase, obtain, or give
away to persons [over] 21 … without any compensation …, [up to]
28.5 grams of marijuana not in the form of concentrated cannabis;
(2) Possess, process, transport, purchase, obtain, or give
away to persons [over] 21 … without any compensation …, not more
than eight grams of … concentrated cannabis, [or] products;
(3) Possess, plant, cultivate, harvest,… or process [up to] six
living marijuana plants and possess [marijuana products];
(4) Smoke or ingest marijuana or marijuana products; and
(5) Possess, transport … obtain, use, manufacture, or give
away … accessories to [people over 21] without … compensation.…
HS § 11362.2 permits “reasonable” local regulations on marijuana cultivation.
HS § 11362.3 regulates the where and methods of marijuana use. E.g., marijuana
cannot be used near schools, day care centers, and youth centers, cannot be used where
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smoking tobacco is prohibited, public-place use is subject to local ordinances and licensing, and cannot be used in cars.
HS § 11362.4 is infraction and misdemeanor penalties for violations of these.

HS § 11362.45 lists existing laws, regulations, and practices still in force:
[HS §] 113062.1 [does not] … affect [at all]:
(a) Laws making it unlawful to drive or operate a vehicle, boat,
… or aircraft, while [using], or impaired by, marijuana …, or the penalties … for violating those laws.
(b) Laws prohibiting the sale,… or giving away of marijuana,
… or … accessories, … to [anyone] younger than 21 ….
(c) Laws prohibiting a person younger than 21 … from engaging in [anything] otherwise permitted under [HS] 11362.1.
(d) Laws pertaining to [using] marijuana … on the grounds of,
or within, [any CDCR, or DJJ] facility [or similar local] facility….
(e) Laws providing that it [is] negligence or professional malpractice to undertake any task while impaired [by marijuana] ….
(f) The rights and obligations of public and private employers
to maintain a drug … free workplace….
(g) [A] state or local government agency [can] prohibit or restrict [marijuana acts] [in their owned, leased, or occupied buildings].
(h) [A]n individual or … entity [can] prohibit or restrict [acts]
otherwise permitted under [HS §] 11362.1 on … private[ ] property.
(i) [Medical marijuana laws are preserved and reinforced].

Criminal penalties remain for marijuana acts not sanctioned by HS 11362.1.
Illegal possession (in addition to local regulation, and except as allowed by law,
e.g., for medicinal purposes or with a license): is in amended HS § 11357. Those under
21 cannot possess at all, and Ds over 21 cannot have more than allowed by HS § 11362.1
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Illegal cultivation (in addition to local regulation, and except as allowed by law,
e.g. for medicinal purposes or with a license) is in amended HS § 11358. Those under 21
cannot cultivate at all, and Ds over 21 can’t grow more than allowed by HS § 11362.1.
Illegal possession for sale (except as provided by law, e.g., for medical marijuana, or with a license) is in amended HS § 11359.
Sales, transportation-for-sale, gift, importation, and offers (unless permitted by
law, e.g., for medical marijuana, or with a license) are in amended HS § 11360:
Penalties vary from infractions to misdemeanors to felonies.
Generally, penalties for people under 18 are infractions, for those 18 to 21 they are
infractions or misdemeanors. Usually the penalties are on a graduated scale.
Generally, penalties for most of these violations for persons 21 and over are infractions or misdemeanors.
Generally, county jail felony penalties are reserved for those with “superstrike”
(PC § 667, subd. (e)(2)(C)(iv) or PC 290 registrants; or those with 2 or more priors under
that section; or for involving minors.
See “Postconviction Relief” for relief from prior marijuana convictions.

Forfeiture of assets in drug cases.
SB 443, Stats. 2017, ch. 831

Amends HS §§ 11470.1, 11488.4, 11488.5, and 11495,
and Adds HS § 11471.2.

From the Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
…. This bill would require a prosecuting agency to seek or obtain a
criminal conviction for the unlawful manufacture or cultivation of any controlled substance or its precursors prior to an entry of judgment for recovery
of expenses of seizing, eradicating, destroying, or taking remedial action
with respect to any controlled substance.
The bill would prohibit maintaining an action for recovery of expenses against a person who has been acquitted of the underlying criminal
charges.
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…. The bill would prohibit state or local law enforcement agencies
from transferring seized property to a federal agency seeking adoption by
the federal agency of the seized property.…
The bill would change the burden of proof that a state or local law
enforcement agency must meet to succeed in a forfeiture action with regards to cash or negotiable instruments of a value not less than $25,000, but
not more than $40,000, from a clear and convincing standard to beyond a
reasonable doubt.…

Criminal Procedure
See also Pilot Programs.

Arraignment of sole custodial parent: information on guardianship
SB 2380, Stats. 2017, ch. 882

Adds PC § 993

(a) At the arraignment of a [D] [on] a felony and who is, or
whom the court … deems to be, the sole custodial parent of one or
more minor children, the court shall provide the following to [D]:
(1) Judicial Council Form GC-250, the “Guardianship Pamphlet.”
(2) Information regarding a power of attorney for a minor child.
(3) Information regarding trustline background examinations
pertaining to child care providers [stated] in [HS §§ 1596.60 et seq.].
(b) If [D] states … at the arraignment that [D] is a sole custodial parent …, the court may … deem [D] to be a sole custodial parent … without further investigation.…

From the Senate Committee on Public Safety report for June 28, 2016 hearing.
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There is currently no requirement for the courts to provide any information or guidance regarding steps incarcerated parents can take to ensure
the wellbeing of their children …. [I]t is … necessary that the courts, …
provide information on what steps can be taken to keep children safe.

Notice to appear on a misdemeanor citation; electronic transmission
AB 1927, Stats. 2017, ch. 19

Amends PC § 853.9

PC § 853.6 provides that when a person is arrested on most misdemeanors, the
person can be released after signing a written promise to appear, a citation.
Before this bill, PC 853.9 said that an exact duplicate copy can usually be filed
with the magistrate, and constitutes a complain to which D could plead guilty.
This bill adds a new subd. (c) to PC § 853.9, as follows:

(c) If the notice to appear issued to and signed by the arrested
person is being transmitted in electronic form, the copy … issued to
the arrested person need not include the signature of the arrested
person, unless specifically requested by the arrested person.

Bail: Jurisdiction to declare a forfeiture and to release bail extended.
AB 2655

Amends PC § 1305

From the Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
[Before this bill, the] court [had] jurisdiction to declare a forfeiture [or, alternatively] require the bail to be released … if [inter alia] no complaint is filed within 15 days
from the date of arraignment.
This bill … authorize[s] an extension of the court’s jurisdiction to declare a forfeiture and … to release bail [as follows]:
Here is added Subd. (a)(2)(B), to existing PC § 1305:
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(B) The court's jurisdiction to declare a forfeiture and authority
to release bail may be extended for not more than 90 days from the
arraignment date originally set by the jailer pursuant to subdivision
(a) of Section 1269b if either of the following occur:
(i) [P] requests in writing or in open court that the arraignment
be continued to allow the prosecutor time to file the complaint.
(ii) [D] requests the extension in writing or in open court.

Competence to Stand Trial: Guidelines for appointed experts (July 1, 2017)
AB 1962, Stats. 2017, ch. 405

Amends PC § 1369.

PC § 1367 et seq. prohibits a D from being tried or adjudged to punishment while
mentally incompetent. PC § 1369 establishes the method to evaluate D’s mental competency. This requires the court to appoint a psychiatrist or licensed psychologist.
This bill requires the State Department of State Hospitals (DSH), through a
workgroup representing specified groups, to adopt guidelines for education and training
standards for a psychiatrist or licensed psychologist for court appointment (unless no
available expert meets the guidelines).
Subdivision (h) is added to PC § 1369:

(h)(1) [DSH] shall, [by] July 1, 2017, adopt guidelines for education and training standards for a psychiatrist or … psychologist to
be considered for [court] appointment…. [For this, DSH] shall convene a workgroup … of the Judicial Council and groups or individuals representing judges, defense counsel, district attorneys,
counties, advocates for people with developmental and mental disabilities, state psychologists and psychiatrists, professional associations and accrediting bodies for psychologists and psychiatrists, and
other interested stakeholders.
14
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(2) [T]he court shall appoint experts who meet [these] guidelines … or experts with equivalent experience and skills. If there is
no …available [such] expert …, the court [can] appoint an expert
who does not meet the guidelines.

Crimes: New and Amended
See “Guns and Ammunition;” “District and Prosecuting Attorneys;” “Vehicles.”

Prostitution Divided into Three Categories; Juvenile Prostitutes Exempted; Mandatory
Increased Sentences for Recidivist Offenses Repealed.
SB 420, § 1.4; Stats. 2017, ch. 734, § 1.4

Amends PC § 647.

This bill does three things on prostitution in violation of PC § 647, subd. (b):
First, it divides prostitution into three types: (1) Ds who were getting compensation, (2) Ds who were giving compensation, and (3) Ds who agreed to give compensation
to a minor for a lewd act, regardless of which party made the first solicitation.
Second, it provides that PC 647, subd. (b), does not apply to a child under 18 who
agrees to perform an act of prostitution for compensation; but that child may be taken
into custody as a possible dependent child under WI Code’s dependency laws.
Third, it repeals the first two paragraphs of PC § 647, subd. (k), that had provided
for increased penalties for Ds with one or more priors.
Here are relevant excerpts from PC § 647, subd. (b) [underlines added]:
PC § 647 Except as provided in [subd. (b)(5)] … every person
who commits any of the following acts is guilty of … a misdemeanor:
(a) ….
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(b) (1) An individual who solicits, or who agrees to engage in,
or who engages in, any act of prostitution with the intent to receive
compensation, money, or anything of value from another.…
(2) An individual who solicits, or who agrees to engage in, or
who engages in, any act of prostitution with another person who is
18 years of age or older in exchange for the individual providing
compensation, money, or anything of value to the other person.…
(3) An individual who solicits, or who agrees to engage in, or
who engages in, any act of prostitution with another person who is a
minor in exchange for the individual providing compensation, money,
or anything of value to the minor. …
(4) ….
(5) [T]his subdivision does not apply to a child under 18 years
… who is alleged to have engaged in conduct to receive [compensation] that would … violate this subdivision. A commercially exploited
child … may be adjudged a dependent … pursuant to [WI § 300,
subd. (b)(2) … and … taken into … custody pursuant to [WI § 305,
subd. (a)] … if the conditions allowing [that] without warrant are met.

Note: The punishment for PC § 647, subd. (b), is now the general misdemeanor
punishment, and the possible extra fine in PC § 647.1, unless the person solicited was a
minor. If D knew or should have known that the person was a minor, the misdemeanor
sentence can be increased, and include at least two days’ jail, under PC § 647, subd. (m).

Violating a domestic-violence restraining order: misdemeanor penalty increased.
SB 883, Stats. 2017, ch. 342

Amends PC § 166

Violations of DV restraining orders had been punishable under PC § 166, subd.
(a)(4) as violating a court order, with a maximum penalty of 6 months’ jail.
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This bill adds to PC § 166, a new paragraph, (c)(1)(F) that makes those violations
punishable by up to one year.
“Ransomware” added to an extortion statute.
SB 1137, Stats. 2017, ch. 725

Amends PC § 523

PC § 523 already outlawed threatening letters.
The bill adds a new subdivision (b), that says that putting ransomware (as defined)
on someone’s computer to extort money or other consideration is punishable as though
that money or consideration were actually obtained.
Punishment is a county jail felony for 2, 3, or 4 years.

Death Penalty Prop. 66 (Nov. 8, 2016, Election).
Note: On Dec. 20, 2016, in Briggs v. Brown (#S238309), the Calif. Supreme Ct.
stayed “the implementation of all provisions” of Prop. 66 “to provide time for further
consideration of the … petition for a writ of mandate and … filing and consideration of
the papers in opposition….” Respondents (including the Governor and other state officials and agencies) must file preliminary opposition by Jan. 9, 2017, and Petitioners (who
claim standing as taxpayers) can file a reply by Jan. 23, 2017.
Adds: PC §§ 1239.1; 1509; 1509.1; 2700.1; 3604.1; 3604.3; Gov. C §§ 68660.5; 68661.1
Amends: PC 190.6; 1227; 3600; 3604; Government Code 68661; 68662; 68664; 68655.
From the “Analysis by the Legislative Analyst” in the Voter Information Guide.
“The measure requires that habeas corpus petitions first be heard in
trial courts [instead of the Calif. Supreme Ct.] …. (Direct appeals would
[still] be heard in the … Supreme Court.)
“…. The … direct appeal and the habeas corpus … process [must]
be completed within five years …. [Pending petitions must be completed]
within five years from when the Judicial Council adopts revised rules. If
[this] takes [longer], [V] … could request [the] court to address the delay.
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“[A]ttorneys appointed … in habeas corpus petitions [must] file …
within one year…. The trial court … would … have one year to [rule]…. If
a petition is not filed [on time], the … court must dismiss [it] unless it determines that [D] is likely either innocent or not eligible for [that] sentence.
“[A]dditional habeas corpus petitions [can’t be filed], [unless] the
court finds [D] is likely … innocent or not eligible for the death sentence.
“ …. Currently, the Calif[.] Supreme Court appoints attorneys ….
Under [Prop 66] … attorneys could also be appointed from the lists … [of]
the Courts of Appeal … [if the attorneys] (1) are qualified for appointment
to the most serious non-death penalty appeals and (2) meet [Judicial Council] qualifications…. [They] [then must] accept appointment [to] remain on
the Courts of Appeal’s appointment lists.
[Many death penalty habeas corpus petitions are by the Habeas Corpus Resources Center (HCRC)] “…. [Prop 66 makes changes to HCRC.]
[Prop. 66 requires condemned prisoners to work, and that] 70 percent of any money they receive be used to pay [victim restitution].
[Prop. 66] allows the state to house condemned inmates in any
prison. [Currently, men are in San Quentin; women in Chowchilla. GB]
[Prop. 66] exempts … execution procedures from the Administrative
Procedures Act.… [W]here federal court orders prevent the state from using
a given method of execution, the state prisons [must] develop a [valid]
method … within 90 days.
[Prop. 66] exempts various health care professionals that assist with
executions from certain state laws and disciplinary actions.

District Attorneys Falsifying evidence.
Ab 1909, Stats. 2017, ch. 879

Amends PC § 141.

From the Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
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[PC § 141, subds. (a) and (b), already made] it a misdemeanor for a
person, or a felony for a peace officer, to knowingly, willfully, intentionally, and wrongfully alter, modify, … place, manufacture, conceal, or move
any physical matter, digital image, or video recording, with the specific intent that the action will result in a person being charged with a crime.
This bill [added to PC § 141 a subdivision (c)] that makes it a felony
punishable as a county jail felony for 16 months or 2 or 3 years for a prosecuting attorney to intentionally and in bad faith alter, modify, or withhold
any physical matter, digital image, video recording, or relevant exculpatory
material or information, knowing that it is relevant and material to the outcome of the case, with the specific intent that [it] will be concealed or destroyed, or fraudulently represented as the original evidence

Evidence
Note: New EC § 352.1 concerns civil actions only.
“Electronically Digitized Copy” of priors: Admissibility
AB 1867, Stats. 2017, ch. 126.

Amends EC § 452.5.

EC § 452.5, subd. (b)(1), states when an “electronically digitized copy” of an official record of conviction is admissible “to prove the commission … prior conviction, …
prison term, or other act, condition, or event recorded ….
Before this bill, EC § 452.5, subd. (b)(2), defined “electronically digitized copy.”
This bill splits subd. (b)(2) into (b)(2)(A) and (b)(2)(B), and expands the def.

Recording of interrogation of murder suspects required.
SB 1389, Stats. 2017, ch. 791.

Amends PC § 859.5.
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PC § 859.5, added in 2013, required that when a minor who is suspected of murder
is interrogated in “a fixed place of detention” that a recording be made. This bill, passed
by over 2/3 in both houses, extends that requirement to adults. Here are excerpts:
(a)… [A] custodial interrogation of … an adult or a minor, who
is in a fixed place of detention, and suspected of committing murder
… shall be electronically recorded …
(b) [This] … shall not apply [if]:
(1) Electronic recording is not feasible because of exigent circumstances.…
(2) The person … will speak to a law enforcement officer only
if the interrogation is not electronically recorded….
(3) The … interrogation occurred in another jurisdiction and
was … in compliance with the law of that jurisdiction….
(4) [N]o law enforcement officer conducting the interrogation
has knowledge …that [D] may have committed murder ….
(5) [The interrogating] officer … or the officer’s superior … believes that … recording would disclose the identity of a confidential
informant or jeopardize the safety of an officer, the individual being
interrogated, or another individual. …
(6) The failure … was the result of a malfunction … [and]
timely repair or replacement was not feasible.
(7) The questions … and the [answers] were part of a routine
processing or booking ….
(8) The interrogation … is not related to [the murder].
(c) If [P] relies on [an exception,] [P] shall show by clear and
convincing evidence that the exception applies.
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(d) A [D’s] statements that were not electronically recorded [as
required] … may be admitted into evidence … if the court finds that
all of the following apply:
(1) The statements are [otherwise] admissible.
(2) [P] has proven by clear and convincing evidence that the
statements were made voluntarily.
(3) Law enforcement … made a contemporaneous … recording of the reason, [unless that was] not feasible….
(4) [P] has proven by clear and convincing evidence that one
or more of the [exceptions apply].
(e) Unless the court finds that [a listed] exception … applies,
all of the following remedies shall be granted …:
(1) Failure … shall be considered … in … motions to suppress
a statement of [D] made during or after a custodial interrogation.
(2) Failure to comply … [is] admissible [on] claims [that] [D’s]
statement was involuntary or is unreliable….
(3) If the court finds that [D] was subject to a [violative] … interrogation …the court shall provide the jury with [a] Judicial Council
[instruction to]… view with caution the statements ….
(f) The interrogating entity shall maintain the original or …
copy of [the] recording … until a conviction … is final and all direct
and habeas corpus appeals are exhausted or the prosecution [or juvenile proceedings] for that offense is barred by law ….
(g) [T]he following terms have the following meanings:
(1) “Custodial interrogation” [is carefully defined, in a manner
similar to circumstances requiring Miranda warnings.]
(2)(A) For … custodial interrogation of a minor, … “electronically recorded,” “… refer[s] to a video recording ….
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(B) For … custodial interrogation of an adult, …, “electronically
recorded,” … refer[s] to a video or audio recording …. The Legislature encourages … video recording ….
“Spouse,” or “registered domestic partner” substituted for “husband and wife.”
SB 1005, Stats. 2017, Ch. 50.

Adds and Amends about 198 Code sections, in-

cluding adding EC 215, and amending EC § 917 and § 980.
Note: This makes plain that registered domestic partners are covered by the marital privilege sections.
EC § 215 [new]:
“Spouse” includes “registered domestic partner,” as required
by [FC §] 297.5.

EC § 917, subd. (a).[presumption of confidentiality: when applicable] Substitutes
for the former phrase “husband-wife,” the phrase “marital or domestic partnership.”
EC § 980. [marital privilege] Substitutes for (in the middle of the sentence) “marital relationship” the phrase “marital or domestic partnership relationship;” and substitutes
for the phrase (at the end of the sentence) “husband and wife,” the phrase “spouses.”

Streamlined method for an uninvolved business to comply with a search warrant
SB 1087, Stats. 2017, ch. 85

Amends EC 1560, 1561, and 1563.

Here is new subd. (f) of EC 1560:
(f) If a search warrant for business records is served upon the
custodian of records … of a business in compliance with [PC § 1524,
search warrants] regarding a criminal investigation in which the business is neither a party nor the place where any crime is alleged to
have occurred, and the search warrant provides that the warrant will
be deemed executed if the business causes the delivery of records
… to the law enforcement agency … it is sufficient … if the custodian
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… delivers by mail or otherwise a … copy of all of the records … to
the law enforcement agency …, together with the affidavit described
in [EC §] 1561, within five days .…

Expert testimony admissible by P or D re: human trafficking effects.
AB 1761, Stats. 2016, ch. 636

Adds EC § 1107.5

Here is new EC § 1107.5, subd. (a).
(a) In a criminal action, expert testimony is admissible by either [P] or [D] regarding the effects of human trafficking on human
trafficking [Vs], including the nature and effect of physical, emotional,
or mental abuse on the beliefs, perceptions, or behavior of human
trafficking [Vs].

Fines, Fees, Penalties and Assessments
Jail In Lieu of Fines: Proportionate Reduction of Penalties and Assessments.
AB 2839, Stats. 2017, ch. 739

Amends PC §§ 1205 and 2900.5

These two sections permit a sentence to direct that a fine (other than a restitution
fine or order) be paid by custody in lieu of that fine, at a rate of at least $125 per day.
This bill adds the following to PC § 1205, subd. (a), and PC 2900.5, subd. (a).

If [the full] base fine is not satisfied by jail credits, or by community service, the penalties and assessments … on the base fine
[are] reduced by the percentage of the base fine that was satisfied.

Note: This makes plain that if the entire base fine is served by custody or community service, then the penalties and assessments must also be so-reduced. (See People v.
Carranza (BR 052691, Los Angeles Super. Ct., App. Div., Nov. 28, 2016) __
Cal.App.5th Supp. __, http://www.courts.ca.gov/opinions/documents/JAD16-09.PDF .)
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Existing traffic ticket amnesty program refined, payment plans extended.
SB 881, Stats. 2017, ch. 779.

Amends VC 42008.8

From the Legislative Counsel’s Digest (underlines added).
“[This bill concerns the already-established statewide] amnesty program for unpaid fines and bail [that were] initially due on or before January
1, 2013, for [VC] infractions … in accordance with [Judicial Council]
guidelines …. [T]he program [required counties to] accept payments … to
March 31, 2017…. [T]he [county must] accept a reduced payment … if the
program participant … receives specified public benefits or his or her income is 125% or less of … poverty guidelines.… [T]he court [must] file a
certificate with the Department of Motor Vehicles demonstrating that the
participant [in the amnesty program or a collection program, whose license
has been suspended] has appeared in court, paid the fine, or has otherwise
satisfied the court.
“[F]or applications submitted on or before March 31, 2017, … all
terms and procedures related to a participant’s payment plans remain in effect after that date.”

Guns and Ammunition
See also “Other New Laws of Note”
Firearm theft worth less than $950 is back to being a felony. (Prop. 47 amended)
Prop. 47, passed at the Nov. 2014 election, made “grand theft” of items worth
$950 or less down from felonies or wobblers, down to misdemeanor. (PC § 490.2) That
included theft of a cheap gun. (PC § 487.)
Prop. 63, passed at the Nov. 2016 election, at § 11, amends PC § 490.2, to add:
“(c) This section shall not apply to theft of a firearm.”
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Accordingly, PC § 489, subd. (a) applies again to all firearm thefts, and grand theft
of a gun is punishable by state prison for 16 months, or two or three years.

Misdemeanor for not reporting the loss or theft of a gun.
Prop. 63, (Nov. 2016 election) added PC § 25250:

(a) Commencing July 1, 2017, every person shall report the
loss or theft of a firearm he or she owns or possesses to a local law
enforcement agency [where] the theft or loss occurred within five
days of the time he or she knew or reasonably should have known
that the firearm had been stolen or lost.
(b) Every person who has reported a firearm lost or stolen under subdivision (a) shall notify the local law enforcement agency
[where] the theft or loss occurred within five days if the firearm is
subsequently recovered by the person.

Exceptions, in PC § 25250 and 25260 include (1) antique firearms as defined, and
(2) guns lost or stolen before July 1, 2017. There are also other exceptions.
PC § 25270 says what must be reported:
[The] report [must include] the make, model, and serial number …, if known …, and any additional … information required by the
local law enforcement agency ….

A first violation is an infraction, with a fine up to $100. A second violation is an
infraction, with a fine up to $1,000. A third violation is a misdemeanor. (PC § 25265.)

Restrictions on lending guns.
AB 1511. Stats. 2017 ch. 41

Amends PC 27880
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From the Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
“[Before this bill, the law] generally require[d] the loan of a firearm
to be conducted through a licensed firearms dealer.… [Exempt] from this
… [was] a loan … between persons who are personally known to each
other, if the loan is infrequent and does not exceed 30 days in duration.
“This bill … limit[s] that exemption to the loan … to a spouse or
registered domestic partner, or to a parent, child, sibling, grandparent, or
grandchild, … as specified. The bill … require[s] a [loaned] handgun … to
be registered to the person loaning the handgun.”

Violation is generally a misdemeanor, but can be a felony. (PC § 27950.)

Transferring ammunition knowing it will end up with a prohibited person.
Prop. 63, passed at the Nov. 2016 election, added the following subdivision (b)
(and re-lettered the old subd. (b) to be subd. (c)) to PC § 30306
(b) Any person, … or … business … who supplies, delivers,
sells, or gives possession or control of, any ammunition to any person whom the person … or … business … knows or has cause to
believe is not the actual purchaser or transferee …, with knowledge
or cause to believe that the ammunition is to be subsequently sold or
transferred to a person who is prohibited from owning, possessing,
or having under custody or control [of] any ammunition … pursuant
to [PC § 30305], is guilty of a misdemeanor, punishable by [up to]
one year [jail] or a fine not [up to] $1,000 …, or by both ….

Note: PC § 30305 says that that people prohibited or enjoined from owning guns,
because of gang membership, also can’t have ammunition. Violation is a misdemeanor.
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Early Warning: Ammunition extensively regulated
Prop. 63, SB 1235, and related bills, enacted a comprehensive and extensive
scheme for regulating ammunition from manufacture to sale to transfer after that. The
“transfer to prohibited person” is effective now, as discussed above. Most of the other
provisions do not take effect until July 2017, January 2018, or 2019.

Note: Prop. 63 changed added and amended many other provisions.

Immigration
See also “Sentences,” and “Postconviction Relief.”

Motion by D not in custody to vacate guilty-plea due to prejudicial error preventing understanding of immigration consequences.
AB 813, Stats. 2017, ch. 739.

Adds PC § 1473.7

From the Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
This bill … create[s] an explicit right for a person no longer imprisoned or restrained to prosecute a motion to vacate a conviction or sentence
based on a prejudicial error damaging the moving party’s ability to … understand, defend against, or knowingly accept the actual or potential adverse immigration consequences of a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, or
based on newly discovered evidence of actual innocence, as specified.
The bill … require[s] a court to grant the motion if the moving party
establishes a ground for relief, by a preponderance of the evidence.”

Excerpts from new PC § 1473.7:
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(a) A person no longer imprisoned or restrained may prosecute a motion to vacate a conviction or sentence for either of the following reasons:
(1) The conviction or sentence is legally invalid due to a prejudicial error damaging [D’s] ability to meaningfully understand, defend
against, or knowingly accept the actual or potential adverse immigration consequences of a plea of guilty or nolo contendere.
(2) Newly discovered evidence of actual innocence exists that
requires vacation of the conviction or sentence as a matter of law or
in the interests of justice.
[(b) and (c) State when each type of motion must be filed.]
(d) All motions shall be entitled to a hearing. [Also, states
when the moving party need not be present for the hearing.]
(e) …. (1) The court shall grant the motion … if the moving
party establishes, by a preponderance of the evidence, the existence of any of the grounds for relief specified.…
(f) A[ ] [grant or denial] is appealable [PC § 1237, subd. (b)].

Local jail must give D a written consent form before an ICE interview.
AB 2792, Stats. 2017, ch. 768

Adds Gov. Code §§ 7283 to 7283.2

Note: Because this is in the Government Code it will be hard to find. It is called
the Transparent Review of Unjust Transfers and Holds (TRUTH) Act.
Here are subds. (a) and (b) of new Gov. Code § 7283.1:
(a) In advance of any interview between ICE [Immigration and
Customs Enforcement] and an individual in local law enforcement
custody regarding civil immigration violations, the local … entity shall
provide the individual with a written consent form that explains the
purpose of the interview, that [it] is voluntary, and that he or she may
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decline [it] or may choose to [do it] only with his or her attorney present. The written consent form shall be available in [various languages, under specified conditions].
(b) Upon receiving any ICE hold, notification, or transfer request, the local law enforcement agency shall provide a copy … to
the individual and inform him or her whether the law enforcement
agency intends to comply …. If a local law enforcement agency provides ICE with notification that an individual is being, or will be, released on a certain date, the local … agency shall promptly provide
the same notification in writing to the individual and to his or her attorney or to one additional person who the individual … designate[s].

Jury: Peremptory Challenges in Misdemeanors
SB 843 §§ 1 to 3. Stats 2017, ch. 33.

Amends CCP 231.

Sunsets, and prior law reinstated, on January 1, 2021, unless modified or extended.
Before this bill, if the offense being tried is punishable by 90 days or less, both P
and D were entitled to 6 peremptory challenges. Multiple Ds exercised those jointly, and
get 4 more separately; and P got the same extra number.
Before this bill, if the offense being tried was any other misdemeanor, both
sides were entitled to exercise 10 peremptory challenges. Multiple Ds exercised those
jointly, and got 5 more separately, and P got the same extra number.
Beginning January 1, 2017, PC § 231, subd. (b), provides:
“(b) If the offense charged is punishable with a maximum … of
… one year or less, [D and P both get] six … peremptory challenges.
“When two or more [Ds] are jointly tried, their challenges shall
be exercised jointly, but each [D] … also [gets] two additional challenges which may be exercised separately, and the state shall also
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[gets] additional challenges equal to the number of all the additional
separate challenges allowed the [Ds].”

Juvenile Delinquency Law
See also “Reentry Law (Collateral Consequences)”
Direct filing in adult court replaced by a “Judicial Transfer Process.” (Prop. 57)
This replaces both direct filing, and the older, but similar, “unfit” process.
WI § 602 now reads, full:
Except as provided in Section 707, any person who is under 18
years of age when he or she violates any law of this state or of the
United States or any ordinance of any city or county of this state defining crime other than an ordinance establishing a curfew based
solely on age, is within the jurisdiction of the juvenile court, which
may adjudge such person to be a ward of the court.

WI § 707 is considerably shortened; former subdivision (a)(3) is repealed, and the
section now ends with subdivision (b).
WI § 707, subd. (a) now reads, up to the five criteria the court considers in deciding whether to transfer the minor to adult court, as follows:

(1) In any case in which a minor is alleged to be a person described
in Section 602 by reason of the violation, when he or she was 16
years of age or older, of any felony criminal statute, or of an offense
listed in subdivision (b) when he or she was 14 or 15 years of age,
the district attorney or other appropriate prosecuting officer may
make a motion to transfer the minor from juvenile court to a court of
criminal jurisdiction. The motion must be made prior to the attachment of jeopardy. Upon such motion, the juvenile court shall order
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the probation officer to submit a report on the behavioral patterns
and social history of the minor. The report shall include any written or
oral statement offered by [V] pursuant to Section 656.2.
(2) Following … consideration of the report, and of any other
… evidence that the petitioner or the minor … submit[s], the juvenile
court shall decide whether the minor should be transferred to a court
of criminal jurisdiction. … [T]he court shall consider the criteria … in
subparagraphs (A) to (E). If the court orders a transfer …, [it] shall
recite [is] basis … in an order entered upon the minutes.…

Subd. (a)(2) now continues by listing the five criteria at great length. They are similar to the five criteria of the old “fitness” process.
The list of “707(b)” offenses is unchanged. But the introductory material is:

(b) Subdivision (a) shall be applicable in any case in which a minor is alleged to be a person described in Section 602 by reason
of the violation of one of the following offenses when he or she
was 14 or 15 years of age:
[Here follows the unchanged list of “707(b)” offenses.]

The immediate question is what happens to juveniles who were direct filed upon
before Prop. 57, and whose convictions are not final. Are they entitled to a remand? At
this writing, there are no reported appellate decisions on this. Many county superior
courts are adopting their own policies.
In litigation, in addition to the line of cases beginning with People v Estrada
(1965) 63 Cal.2d 740 (when punishment for charged conduct is reduced, without a “savings” clause or clear indication, this is generally retroactive to non-final cases), bench and
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bar should consider, also People v. Urziceanu (2005) 132 Cal.App.4th 747, and People v.
Trippet (1997) 56 Cal.App.4th 1532, 1544-1545. In those two cases, appellant was entitled to a remand to consider a new defense (medical marijuana) that did not exist when
the conduct (marijuana offenses) was committed. The change in procedure by which a juvenile is sent to adult court may be akin to the enactment of a new defense.
Other aspects of Prop. 57: see “Conduct Credits,” and “Juvenile Delinquency Law.”

Solitary confinement limited to 4 hours, and regulated, beginning Jan. 1, 2018.
SB 1143, Stats. 2017, Ch. 726

Adds WI § 208.3

The phrase used is not “solitary confinement”; it is “room confinement.”
Here are extended excerpts from new WI § 208.3
(a)
(1) “Juvenile facility” [defined to include a DJJ facility]
(2) “Minor” [defined, to include, inter alia,] … (C) A person under the jurisdiction of [CDCR], Division of Juvenile Facilities.
(3) “Room confinement” means the placement of [M] in a
locked sleeping room or cell with minimal or no contact with persons
other than correctional facility staff and attorneys….
(b) [Guidelines for] placement of [M] in room confinement …:
(1) Room confinement shall not be used before other less restrictive options have been attempted and exhausted, unless attempting those … poses a [safety] threat ….
(2) Room confinement shall not be used for the purposes of
punishment, coercion, convenience, or retaliation by staff.
(3) Room confinement shall not be used to the extent that it
compromises the mental and physical health of the minor or ward.
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(c) [M] may be held up to four hours in room confinement. After [that] …, staff shall do one or more of the following:
(1) Return [M] to general population.
(2) Consult with mental health or medical staff.
(3) Develop an individualized plan … to reintegrate [M] to general population.
(d) If [this] must be extended beyond four hours, staff shall …:
(1) Document the reason …, the date and time [M] was first
placed in room confinement, and when [M] is eventually released ….
(2) Develop an individualized plan [with] goals and objectives
… to reintegrate [M] to general population.
(3) Obtain documented authorization by the facility superintendent or … designee every four hours thereafter.
(e) This [does not] limit … single-person rooms or cells … and
does not apply to normal sleeping hours.
(f) This … does not apply to … [holding- or adult-] facilities.
(g)….
(h) This … does not apply during [emergencies as defined].
…. for the shortest amount of time needed ….
(i) This … does not apply [to medical treatment].
(j) This section shall become operative on January 1, 2018.

Tobacco sales: age raised from 18 to 21; infraction penalties repealed.
SBX2 [2nd extra session], Stats. 2017, ch. 8

Amends PC § 308, and BP, several §§.

From the Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
“…. [Before this bill, the] law prohibit[ed] the furnishing of tobacco products to,
and the purchase of tobacco products by, a person under 18 years of age.…
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“This bill would extend [that] to persons under 21 years of age.
[Before this bill, the] law [made] it [an infraction] for a person under 18 years of
age to purchase, receive, or possess certain tobacco products.…
This bill would delete [that] provision[ ].

Parole: Early Consideration (Prop. 57)
Prop. 57 enacted a new § 32 of Cal. Const. art. I, providing, in relevant part,
(a) …:
(1)

Parole Consideration: Any person convicted of a nonvi-

olent felony … and sentenced to state prison shall be eligible for parole consideration after completing the full term for [the] primary
offense.
(A) …. the full term for the primary offense means the longest
term of imprisonment imposed … for any offense, excluding [any]
enhancement, consecutive sentence, or alternative sentence.
…
(b) [CDCR] shall adopt regulations in furtherance of these provisions, and the Secretary of [CDCR] shall certify that these regulations protect and enhance public safety.

At this writing, CDCR has not promulgated any regulations to implement this new
Constitutional authority, and has not announced a timetable for doing so.
The dissent, in the pre-election case letting Prop 57 be on the ballot, Brown v. Superior Court (2016) 63 Cal.4th 335, wrote, at page 360:
“[T]he constitutional provision never defines the term “nonviolent
felony offense.” …. Does [PC § 667.5, subd. (c)’s list of “violent felonies”] apply to mean that any crime not listed in it would be a nonviolent
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felony, even though many such crimes are arguably violent? Can a statute
define a constitutional term? What if the Legislature amends the list? What
… if the term “non-violent felony offense” is … void for vagueness? ….
“The sentencing laws … refer to a ‘principal term’ and a ‘subordinate term’.… [Does] “full term for the primary offense” means something
different than “principal term[?]”

Among the myriad of other questions: Of what will this parole consideration consist? CDCR’s current regulations for Indeterminate Sentencing Law [ISL] parole consideration are at Cal Code Reg. title 15, §§ 2300 to 2310, and §§ 2315 to 2319.
Notice that a prisoner who does not have consecutive sentences, no enhancements
and no alternative sentences does not seem included. Nor are people serving county jail
felony sentences under PC § 1170, subd. (h) included.
Other aspects of Prop. 57: see “Conduct Credits,” and “Juvenile Delinquency Law.”

Pilot Programs.
Misdemeanor Probable Cause Hearings
AB 2013, Stats. 2017, ch. 689

Adds PC § 991.5

From the Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
[PC § 991] requires the magistrate, on [D’s] motion … when [D] is
in custody at … arraignment [on] a misdemeanor …, to determine whether
there is probable cause to believe that a public offense has been committed
and that [D] is guilty of [it]. [This] determination [must] be made immediately, unless the court grants a continuance not to exceed 3 court days, for
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good cause. [This can be based on an arrest warrant and supporting affidavits, on the complaint and any incorporated documents, “or any other documents of similar reliability.”]
This bill … establish[es] a 3-year pilot project in 3 counties … require[ing] a court to apply those same procedures to the arraignment of a
[D] who is not in custody …, except that … the court [can] grant a continuance not to exceed 15 days.
This bill sunsets, i.e., becomes inoperative on July 1, 2020, and is repealed on Jan.
1, 2021, unless a statute that becomes operative on or before Jan. 1, 2021, says otherwise.

Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion (LEAD)
SB 843, § 17. Stats. 2017, ch. 33
Adds Ch. 2.92 (§§ 1001.85 to 1001.88) to PC, part 2, title 6 of the PC.
The Board of State and Community Corrections will award grants to 3 cities or
counties for a “Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion” (LEAD) program.
1001.85.… (b) LEAD pilot programs shall be consistent with:
(1) [I]ntensive [individually tailored] case management ….
(2) Prioritizing temporary and permanent housing [with] individualized supportive services, without preconditions of drug or alcohol treatment or abstinence….
(3) [H]uman and social service resources in coordination with
law enforcement….
(4) Participation [is] voluntary [for] the duration of the program
and shall not require abstinence from drug or alcohol use as a condition of continued participation.
1001.86. [This section has the criteria to apply for grants]
1001.87. (a) LEAD programs … shall [be consistent with
these] gateways…:
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(1) Prebooking referral. [In lieu of] arrest [for a listed offense] a
[peace] officer may … refer a person … to a case manager … for immediate crisis [and ongoing] services…. Participation [is] voluntary…. Criminal charges … shall not be filed, [if] the person finishes
the complete assessment intake interview [as scheduled].
(2) Social contact referral. A [peace] officer may refer [a person] to LEAD [who is] at high risk of [future] arrest for any [listed]
crimes …, [if] the individual [meets specified criteria], voluntarily participat[es,] … [and the program has the] capacity….
(b) [Eligible offenses] for [either type of] referral…:
[(1) & (2)] [Sale or transfer, or possession for sale or transfer,
of a controlled or prohibited substance, where this] is intended to
provide a subsistence living or to allow the person to obtain or afford
drugs for his or her own consumption.”
(3) Possession of a controlled or other prohibited substance.
[(4) & (5)] “[U]nder the influence of a controlled or prohibited
substance [or alcohol].”
(6) Prostitution [under PC § 647, subd. (b)].
1001.88. [This is a non-exclusive list of program services.]

Deferred entry of judgment (DEJ) pilot program for Ds age 18, 19, or 20.
SB 1004, Stats. 2017, ch. 865.

Adds PC 1000.7:

(a) [Alameda, Butte, Napa, Nevada, and Santa Clara counties
can establish this pilot program].
(b) A [D] may participate in a [DEJ] pilot program within the
county’s juvenile hall if [D] is charged with … a felony …, other than
[those in subd[.] (d), …pleads guilty …, and the probation department determines that [D is eligible]:
(1) Is [over 18 and under 21] … on the [offense] date ….
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(2) Is suitable … after evaluation using a risk assessment tool,
as described in subd[.] (c).
(3) [Can] benefit from services generally reserved for delinquents, [such as] cognitive behavioral therapy, … mental health services, and … educational, vocational, and supervision services, ….
[(4) (5) & (6)]
(c) The probation department, in consultation with the superior
court, district attorney, and sheriff … or the governmental body
charged with operating the county jail, shall develop an evaluation
process using a risk assessment tool to determine eligibility.
(d) If [D must register under PC 290 et seq.] or … has been
convicted of [an offense in PC § 667.5, subd. (c), or § 1192.7, subd.
(c), or WI § 707, subd. (b), then] D is not eligible….
(e) The court shall grant [DEJ] if an eligible [D] consents to
participate …, waives [the] right to a speedy trial [or] prelim., pleads
guilty …, and waives time for [sentence].
(f)(1) …. (2) [Procedures for removal from the program, and
entry of judgement if D is commits a new crime, or is not performing
satisfactorily, as defined.]
(3) If [D] perform[s] satisfactorily … the court shall dismiss the
criminal charge….
(g) A [D] shall serve no longer than [1] year in … juvenile hall.
(h) The probation department shall develop a plan for reentry
…, including, … housing, employment, and education services, ….
(i) The probation department shall submit data [on] the program to the Div[.] of Recidivism Reduction and Re-Entry, [in] [DOJ].
(j) A [D] … in the program … shall not come into contact with
minors within the juvenile hall for any purpose….
(k) … (l)
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(m)(1) This section applies to a [D] who would otherwise serve
time in … county jail.…
(n)(1) A county [establishing] [this] pilot program … shall submit data [about it] to the Bd. of State and Community Corrections.…
(o) This chapter shall remain in effect only until Jan[.] 1, 2020,
and as of that date is repealed, unless … delete[d] or extend[ed]….

Postconviction Relief
For a motion by people not in custody contending that new evidence shows factual
innocence: See “Immigration.”
See also “Other New Laws of Note.”

Deadline for applying for Prop. 47 relief extended to Nov. 4, 2022.
AB 2765, Stats. 2017, ch. 767.

Amends PC § 1170.18

Proposition 47, passed on November 4, 2014, reduced many felony drug and theft
offenses to misdemeanors, and enacted PC § 1170.18, permitting people convicted of
those felony offenses before that date to petition or apply for reductions.
The original deadline to petition or apply was November 4, 2017. This bill extends
that deadline another five years, to November 4, 2022.

Relief from Marijuana Convictions and Records (Prop. 64)
Proposition 64 provided two types of postconviction relief: court action to reduce
or clean up prior convictions (which is discussed first), and purging old records.
First type of relief: HS § 11361.8 is added to read:
(a) A person currently serving a sentence … who would not
have been guilty of an offense or … guilty of a lesser offense under
[Prop 64] may petition for a recall or dismissal of sentence …
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(b) [T]he court shall presume [D is eligible] … unless [P]
proves by clear and convincing evidence that [D is not]. If [D is eligible] …, the court shall … recall … or dismiss the sentence … unless
the court determines that granting the petition would pose an unreasonable risk of danger to public safety.
(1) [T]he court may consider, but [is not] limited to evidence …
[in PC § 1170.18, subd. (b)]. [“U]nreasonable risk of danger to public
safety” has the same meaning as [in PC § 1170.18, subd. (c)].
(c) A person who is … resentenced … shall be … subject to
supervision for one year following completion of [the] time in custody
[unless a shorter supervision time was already scheduled], unless
the court … releases the person from supervision.…
(d) Under no circumstances may resentencing …result in [a
longer term] or the reinstatement of charges dismissed pursuant to a
negotiated plea agreement.
(e) A person who has completed [the] sentence for a [listed
marijuana] conviction …, who would not have been guilty of an offense or … guilty of a lesser offense … may file an application … to
have the conviction dismissed and sealed … or redesignated as a
misdemeanor or infraction ….
(f) The court shall presume [D is eligible] unless [P] proves by
clear and convincing evidence that [D] [is not eligible].…
(g) Unless requested by [D], no hearing is necessary to grant
or deny an application filed under subdivision (e).
(h) Any felony … that is [reduced to] a misdemeanor or infraction … shall be considered a misdemeanor or infraction for all purposes. Any misdemeanor … that is [reduced to] an infraction … shall
be considered an infraction for all purposes.
(i) … (j) … (k) …. (l) …
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(m) [T]his section [applies] to juvenile delinquency adjudications and dispositions under [Welf. & Inst. Code §] 602 ….

Second type of relief: HS § 1361.5, concerning destruction of marijuana arrest and
conviction records, is amended:
(a) Records of any court of this state, any public or private
agency that provides services [under PC §] 1000.2 …, or of any
state agency pertaining to the arrest or conviction of any person for
a violation of [HS §§] 11357 or … 11360, [subd. (b)] or pertaining to
the arrest or conviction of any person under … 18 for a violation of
any provision of this article except Section 11357.5], shall not be
kept beyond two years from the date of the conviction, or from the
date of the arrest if there was no conviction, [with exceptions for certain convictions involving schools, and delayed destruction for people in custody for specified reasons.] [These] requirements … do not
apply to … records of any arrest for [a serious or violent felony listed
in Pen. Code §§ 6675, subd. (c) or 11927, subd. (c)] …

Probation and Mandatory Supervision: Flash
Incarceration Strengthened.
See also “Rape and Similar Sexual Assault,” and Voting Rights

SB 266, Stats. 2017, ch. 706

Amends PC §§ 1203 and 4019, adds 1203.35.

PC § 1203 is the main statute granting probation. Added is subd. (l):

(l) For any person granted probation prior to January 1, 2021, at the
time the court imposes probation, the court may take a waiver from
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the defendant permitting flash incarceration by the probation officer,
pursuant to [new PC § 1203.35].

Here are excerpts from new PC § 1203.35:

1203.35. (a)(1) In any [probation or mandatory supervision]
case … [the] probation department [can] use flash incarceration for
any violation … if, at the time of granting probation or ordering mandatory supervision, the court obtains from [D] a waiver to a court
hearing prior to the imposition of … flash incarceration. Probation
shall not be denied for refusal to sign the waiver.
(2) Each county probation department shall develop a response matrix [with] protocols for the imposition of graduated sanctions for violations of the conditions of probation to determine
appropriate interventions to include the use of flash incarceration.
(3) A supervisor shall approve the term of flash incarceration
prior to [its] imposition ….
(4) Upon a decision to impose a period of flash incarceration,
the probation department shall notify the court, public defender, district attorney, and sheriff ….
(5) If [D] … does not agree to accept … flash incarceration, …
the probation officer [can] address the …violation by filing a declaration or revocation request with the court.
(b) “[F]lash incarceration” is … county jail due to a violation of
… probation or mandatory supervision. The length … may range
[from] one and 10 consecutive days. Shorter, … but more frequent,
periods … shall … punish an offender while preventing the disruption in a work or home establishment…. [For] multiple violations in a
single incident, only one flash incarceration … is authorized ….
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(c) This section shall not apply to any [D on Prop. 36 drug probation under PC §]1210.1.
(d) This section [is repealed on Jan.] 1, 2021…, unless a …
statute… enacted before Jan[.] 1, 2021, deletes or extends that…

Note: The tradeoff for refusal to agree to the waiver is some violations that would
normally be met with flash incarceration will instead result in revocation petitions.

PC § 4019 subd. (i) had said that flash incarceration during parole or postrelease
community supervision (PC §§ 3000.08 and 3454) do not earn conduct credits. This bill
adds a new subd. (i)(2):

(2) Credits earned pursuant to this section for a period of flash
incarceration pursuant to Section 1203.35 shall, if the person's probation or mandatory supervision is revoked, count towards the term
to be served.

Reentry Law (Collateral Consequences)
Employers’ questions about juvenile records limited, like that for adults.
AB 1843, § 1, Stats. 2017 ch. 686, § 1

Amends Labor Code § 432.7

Note: Violation of this section by an employer is a misdemeanor. Labor Code § 433.

This bill extends the protections of Labor Code § 432.7 from adults to juveniles.
The existing adult protection is now under Labor Code § 432.7, subd. (a)(1):
(a)(1) No employer … shall ask an applicant … to disclose,
through any written form or verbally, information concerning an arrest or detention that did not result in conviction, or information concerning … any … diversion program [broadly defined in subd. (j),] or
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concerning a conviction that has been … dismissed or … sealed …
[by] including, but not limited to, [PC §§] 1203.4, 1203.4a, 1203.45,
and 1210.1 …, nor shall any employer seek from any source …, or
utilize, … any [of that information for any condition of employment
from hiring to during employment to termination].… [A]n employer
[can ask] about an arrest for which the employee or applicant is out
on bail or … own recognizance pending trial.

This bill adds the same protection for juveniles in new ¶¶ (a)(2) and (a)(3):

(a)(2) [The information covered here is] an arrest, detention,
processing, diversion, supervision, adjudication, or court disposition
that occurred while the person was subject to the process and jurisdiction of juvenile court law….”
(a)(3) … “[C]onviction” does not include, … any adjudication
… or any other court … action … under the … juvenile court law.

There are exceptions:
Lab. Code § 432, subd. (f) (1) [For adults] … an employer at a
health facility, as defined [can] ask[ ] an applicant …:
(A) [F]or a position with regular access to patients, to disclose
an arrest under any section … in Section 290 of the Penal Code.
(B) [F]or a position with access to drugs and medication, to
disclose an arrest [for an offense] specified in [HS §] 11590 ….

(f)(2)(A) [Those] employer[s] shall not inquire into information
concerning [juvenile offense records] that occurred while the person
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was subject to the … juvenile court law, unless the information concerns an adjudication … in which the applicant … committed a felony or misdemeanor … specified in paragraph (1) that occurred
within five years preceding the application for employment.
(B) [Those] employer[s] … shall not inquire into information
concerning … an applicant's juvenile offense history that has been
sealed by the juvenile court.
Municipalities can make inquires in screening a prospective concessionaire. (Lab.
Code § 432.7, subd. (k)(1).
The sweep of Labor Code § 432.7, subdivision (m) is limited to “convictions”:
Employers can ask if, under “any … state or federal law”:
•

“(1) The employer [must] obtain information regarding … conviction[s].

•

“(2) The applicant [must] possess or use a firearm in the course of … employment.

•

“(3) [A convicted] individual … is prohibited … from … the position sought ….

•

“(4) The employer is prohibited … from hiring [a convicted] applicant ….”

People on Mandatory Supervision and Postrelease Community Supervision Can Vote.
AB 2466, § 2, Stats. 2017, ch. 757, § 2

Amends Elections Code § 2101

From amended Elections Code § 2101:
(a) A person entitled to register to vote shall be a [U.S.] citizen, a resident of California, not imprisoned or on parole for … a felony, and at least 18 years of age at the time of the next election.
(b) ….
(c) For purposes of this section, the following definitions apply:
(1) “Imprisoned” means currently serving a state or federal
prison sentence.
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(2) “Parole” means a term of supervision by the Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation.
(3) “Conviction” does not include a juvenile adjudication made
pursuant to Section 203 of the Welfare and Institutions Code.
The Senate Committee on Elections and Constitutional Amendments’ report for a
June 21, 2016 hearing says:

This bill conforms state law to a recent Superior Court ruling in
Scott v. Bowen [Alameda Co. Superior Ct., 2014, No. RG14-712570], in
which the court found that individuals on post-release community supervision (PRCS) and mandatory supervision are eligible to vote under Section
2, Article II of the California Constitution,

[Comment by GB: Although the legislative history mentions mandatory supervision and postrelease community supervision – thus my title for this bill – because “county
jail” is not included in the definition of “imprisoned,” this bill appears to me, to also
make Ds in county jail as a condition of felony probation, and serving a felony sentence
under PC § 1170, subd. (h), also eligible to vote.]

Rules of Court
Note: Only the California Rules are discussed, not Local Rules.

From Title One: Rules Applicable to All Courts. Rule 1.201. Protection of privacy
(a) Exclusion or redaction of identifiers
[P]arties … must not include, or must redact where inclusion is
necessary, the following identifiers from all pleadings and … papers
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filed in the court’s public file, whether … in paper or electronic form,
unless otherwise provided by law or ordered by the court:
(1) Social security numbers. If [that] is required …, only the
last four digits of that number may be used.
(2) Financial account numbers. If [those] are required …, only
the last four digits of these numbers may be used.….

From Title Four: Criminal Rules Applicable to the Superior Courts
Rule 4.106. Failure to appear or … pay for a Notice to Appear … for an infraction….
(c) Procedure for consideration of good cause for [the] failure…

(1) A notice of a civil assessment under section 1214.1(b) must inform [D] of [the] right to petition that [this] be vacated [or reduced] for
good cause and must [state the] process [for this].
(2) When a notice of civil assessment is given, [D] may … move by
written petition to vacate or reduce the assessment.
(3) When a court imposes a civil assessment for failure to appear or
pay, [D] may petition [to] vacate or reduce [that] without paying any
bail, fines, penalties, fees, or assessments.
(4) ….
(5) ….
(6) If … good cause [is not shown], the court may still … reconsider:
(A) Whether [this] should be imposed; and (B) … the amount ….
(7) [T]he court may consider [e.g.] [D’s] due diligence in appearing or
paying after [assessment-notice] and [D’s] financial circumstances.
(d) Procedure for unpaid bail referred to collection … unadjudicated cases
(1) When [an unadjudicated] case has [been referred] to a … collection program [PC §] 1463.007(b)(1)] …, [D] may schedule [an adjudication] hearing …without payment of the bail amount.
(2) … .
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(3) [States circumstances under which a court may require “a deposit of bail before adjudication…]. The court must not require payment of the civil assessment before adjudication.
(e) Procedure for failure to pay or make a payment under an installment payment plan
(1) When [D] fails to pay … or make a payment under an installment
plan … [PC §] 1205 or [VC §§] 40510.5, 42003, or 42007, … [D can]
appear by written petition to modify the payment terms. [Or, D] may
request or the court may direct a court appearance.
(2) The court must not require payment of bail, fines, penalties, fees,
or assessments to consider the petition.
(3) ….
(4) If [D] petitions to modify the payment terms based on an inability
to pay, the procedures stated in rule 4.335 apply.
(5) If the petition … is not based on an inability to pay, the court may
deny [D’s] request [under the circumstances stated here.]
(f) Procedure after a trial by written declaration in absentia for a
traffic infraction
When the court issues a judgment under [VC §] 40903 and [D] requests a trial de novo …, courts may require [D] to deposit bail.
(g) Procedure for referring [D] to the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) for license suspension for failure to pay a fine
Before a court may notify the DMV … that [D] has failed to pay a fine
or [bail-installment], the court must provide [D] notice [and] opportunity to be heard on the inability to pay….
Rule 4.107. Mandatory reminder notice―traffic procedures
(a)(1) Each court must send a reminder notice to the address shown
on the Notice to Appear, unless [D] … notifies the court of a different
address.
Sentencing Rules of Court Updated to Cover County Jail Felonies under PC 1170, subd. (h).
See, e.g., Rule 4.406(b):

(b) When reasons required
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Sentence choices that … require a statement of a reason include:
(1) …;
(2) Imposing a … sentence in county jail under [PC §] 1170(h) …;
[(3)–(10)]
(11) Denying mandatory supervision … under [PC §] 1170(h)(5)(A).

From Title 8, Appellate Rules. Rule 8.90. Privacy in opinions
(a) Application

(1) ….
(2) Reference to juveniles in juvenile court … is [in] rule 8.401(a).
(3).…
(b) Persons protected
[I]n all opinions, the reviewing court should consider referring to the
following people by first name and last initial or … by initials only:
(1) Children in … Family Code [proceedings] and protected persons
in domestic violence-prevention proceedings;
(2) Wards … and conservatees in guardianship and [c’ship cases];
(3) Patients in mental health proceedings;
(4) Victims in criminal proceedings;
(5) Protected persons in civil harassment [cases] [CCP § 527.6];
(6) Protected persons in workplace violence–prevention [cases] CCP
section 527.8;
(7) Protected persons in private postsecondary school violence–prevention … under CCP section 527.85;
(8) Protected persons in elder or dependent adult abuse–prevention
[WI §] 15657.03;
(9) Minors or persons with disabilities in proceedings to compromise
the claims of a minor or a person with a disability;
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(10) Persons in other circumstances in which personal privacy interests support not using the person’s name; and
(11) Persons in other circumstances in which … [the] full name
would defeat the objective of anonymity for a person … in (1)–(10).

Search, Seizure, and Investigation
Search warrants for prohibited Ds who haven’t relinquished guns (eff. 1/1/2018)
Prop. 63 (Nov. 2016 election) added to the list of reasons that a court can issue a
search warrant pursuant to PC § 1524, subd. (a), the following paragraph (15) (and renumbered existing (15) and (16):
(15) Beginning January 1, 2018, the … things to be seized include a firearm … owned by [or possessed] by, … or in the custody
or control of, a person who is [prohibited from those by PC §§]
29800 or 29805, and the court has [found under PC § 29810, subd.
(c)(3)] that [D] failed to relinquish the firearm as required by law.
See “Sentencing hearings” for more details.

Rape (Sexual Assault) Kits: Victims can ask for information (July 1, 2018)
AB 2499, Stats. 2017, ch. 884

Adds PC § 680.1

From the Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
“…. Existing law authorizes a law enforcement agency, upon the request of a sexual assault [V], to inform [V] of the status of the testing of …
rape kit evidence or other crime scene evidence …. If the agency does not
analyze [this] within 6 months of the statute of limitations …, or if [it] intends to destroy or dispose of rape kit evidence or other crime scene evidence from an unsolved sexual assault case prior to the expiration of the
statute of limitations, … a [V] [must] be informed….”
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From uncodified § 1, subd. (b) of AB 2499:
In 2015, the Department of Justice [DOJ] created the Sexual
Assault Forensic Evidence Tracking (SAFE-T) database to track the
status of all sexual assault evidence kits collected in the state based
on voluntary data input from law enforcement agencies.

New PC § 680.1:
[DOJ], on or before July 1, 2018, and in consultation with law
enforcement agencies and crime victims groups, shall establish a
process by which [Vs] of sexual assault may inquire regarding the location and information regarding their sexual assault evidence kits.

Note: AB 1744, Stats. 2017, ch. 857 requires DOJ and specified other public and
private organizations, to “work collaboratively” to develop a standardized sexual assault
… kit…; [and] encourage[s]” them to “establish the basic components for a kit by January 30, 2018, and [issue] guidelines [for the kit]” by May 30, 2019.

Sentences and Sentencing Hearings
See Fines, Fees, & Penalties; Parole; Conduct Credits; and “Crimes ….”
AB 2590, c. 696, restorative justice, Cunningham fix extended
Court discretion which of three felony terms to impose is continued; sentencing’s purpose is reworded.
In Cunningham v. California (2007) 549 U.S. 270, the Supreme Court declared
that Calif.’s felony sentencing scheme making the middle term the presumptive term was
constitutionally defective. The legislature changed PC § 1170 so that the court had discretion which term to impose. That fix was deemed temporary and given a sunset clause.
That “temporary” fix has been renewed several times, and is renewed again, until 2022.
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The legislature has reworded the purpose of sentencing
1170. (a)(1) The … purpose of sentencing is public safety
achieved through punishment, rehabilitation, and restorative justice.
[For] incarceration, this purpose is best served by terms that are proportionate to the seriousness of the offense with provision for uniformity in the sentences of offenders committing the same offense
under similar circumstances.
(2) [P]rograms should be available for inmates, including, but
not limited to, educational, rehabilitative, and restorative justice programs that … promote behavior change and … prepare … offenders
for successful reentry ….

Maximum misdemeanor sentence of 364 days made retroactive
SB 1242, Stats. 2017, ch. 789

Amends PC 18.5.

Since 2015, PC 18.5 has stated that, even if the statute says one year, the maximum misdemeanor sentence is 364 days.
This bill makes that retroactive to cases that were final before 2015, and permits
[D] to apply to have “one year” or “365 days” sentences reduced to 364 days.
Note: The reason for this bill is that under federal immigration law, some crimes
are deemed aggravated felonies if the sentence is at least one year; this bill is designed so
that California misdemeanors cannot be so-deemed.

Early warning: Increased court, and probation, duties in sentencing a person whose
convictions or record requires gun-prohibitions.
Prop. 63, passed at the Nov. 2016 election, added PC § 29810, to become operative Jan. 1, 2018, requires a D convicted of “any offense that renders a person subject to
Section 29800 or Section 29805,” the person shall relinquish all firearms … in the manner provided in this section.
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The section goes on to require the court to verbally inform the person, requires the
person to complete a “Prohibited Person’s Relinquishment Form,” and give it to the probation officer. The probation officer must monitor any relinquishment, and, before “final
disposition or sentencing,” the court must make findings about relinquishment, which
must be entered on the abstract of judgment.

Sex Offenses; Registration
See also “Statute of Limitations.”

Definition of Rape Expanded to Include Offenses of Similar Gravity
AB 701; Stats. 2017, Ch. 848.

Adds PC 263.1:

(a) The Legislature finds and declares that all forms of nonconsensual sexual assault may be considered rape for purposes of the
gravity of the offense and the support of survivors.
(b) This section is declarative of existing law.

From the Senate Floor Analysis of August 3:
“California’s sexual assault crimes are … in discrete sections [describing] the specific … assault. [E.g.,] [PC § 261] nonconsensual …intercourse ([PC] § 289), nonconsensual sodomy ([PC] § 286), nonconsensual
oral copulation ([PC] § 288a) and nonconsensual sexual penetration.….
“[But], only nonconsensual sexual intercourse [PC § 261] is expressly described as ‘rape.’ [Others are described as, e.g.,] … ‘sodomy’ …
But these [are] equally grave.”

From the Assembly Floor Analysis of August 23:
“…. ‘Under California law, rape is defined [to require] penile penetration. Other types of sexual assault—including forcible acts of sexual
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penetration by a foreign object and sodomy—are defined … as different
crimes. [S]ince the perpetrator did not penetrate [V] with his penis, no
“rape” occurred in the eyes of the law.
“ ‘[This narrow definition of rape] is a bias against lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) [Vs] …. [who] are more likely to
be [Vs] of sexual violence than heterosexuals.…
“ ‘[This bill] modernizes the definition of rape ….’ ”

Probation prohibited for specified sex crimes of certain intoxicated victims.
AB 2888, Stats. 2017, ch. 863

Amends PC 1203.065

From the Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
“[Before this bill,] a court [could not] grant[ ] probation … if a person is convicted of … rape by force, pandering, aggravated sexual assault
of a child, and others.
“This bill … prohibit[s] a court from granting probation … if a person is convicted of rape, sodomy, penetration with a foreign object, or oral
copulation if the [V] [of any of these] was either unconscious or incapable
of giving consent due to intoxication.”
Here is PC § 1203.065, subd. (a), simplified for easier reading, with the amendments boldfaced, italicized, and underlined:

(a) Notwithstanding any other law, probation shall not be
granted to, nor shall the execution or imposition of sentence be suspended for, a person who is convicted of violating
[PC § 261, subd. (a),] paragraph[s] (2), (3), (4), or (6)
[PC §§] 264.1, 266h, 266i, 266j, or 269
[PC § 286, subd. (c), ¶¶] (2) or (3), or subds. (d), (f) or (i).
[PC § 288a, subd. (c), ¶¶] (2) or (3), or subds. (d), (f), or (i),
[PC § 288.7]

[PC § 289, subds.] (a), (d), or (e), or
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[PC § 311.4,] subd[.] (b)

Internet identifiers must be disclosed by PC 290 registrants.
SB 448, Stats. 2017, ch. 772

Amends PC §§ 290.012, 290.014, 290.015, 290.018,
290.024, 290.45

Note: In some codifications, PC 290.024 comes before 290.01.
In 2012, Prop 35 required PC 290 registrants to disclose as part of their registration, their internet identifiers, as defined. That was enjoined on First Amendment
grounds. Doe v. Harris (9th Cir. 2014) 772 F.3d 563 (Harris).
According to this bill’s uncodified § 1, “It is the intent of the Legislature to further
the objectives of … Proposition 35 … by amending its provisions to conform with the requirements of [Harris, supra.]”
The heart of this bill is amended PC 290.024:
…
(a) A person … convicted of a felony on or after January 1,
2017, requiring registration …, shall register his or her Internet identifiers if a court determines at … sentencing … any of the following:
(1) The person used the Internet to collect any private information to identify [V] … to further the … crime.
(2) The person was convicted of a [human trafficking] felony
[PC § 236.1, subds. (b) or (c)] and used the Internet [for this].
(3) The person was convicted of a felony pursuant to [PC §
311 et seq.] and used the Internet [as specified concerning] the obscene matter or matter depicting a minor engaging in sexual conduct, as defined in [PC § 311.4, subd. (d)].
(b) …: (1) “Internet identifier” means any electronic mail address or user name used for instant messaging or social networking
that is actually used for direct communication between users on the
Internet in a manner that makes the communication not accessible
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to the general public. “Internet identifier” does not include Internet
passwords, date of birth, social security number, or PIN number.
(2) “Private information” means any information that identifies
or describes an individual, including, but not limited to, [listing a wide
variety of examples, from name to numbers to passwords to “statements … attributed to, the individual.]

Failure to provide the internet identifiers at registration, and failure to update them
as required, is a misdemeanor. (PC §§ 290.015, subd. (a)(4); 290.018, subd. (i).)
Internet identifiers are not published on the Megan’s law internet web site, and can
only be used or provided in specified law enforcement activities. (PC 290.045.)
Note the requirement in subdivision (a) of determination at the time of sentence.

Statute of Limitations Eliminated for Rape, Felony Child Molestation and Others
SB 813, Stats. 2017, ch. 777

Amends PC 799, 801.1, and 803.

From the Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
“[Before this bill] prosecution of a felony sex offense [generally had
to] be commenced within 10 years after the … offense. [And] [if V was under age 18,] prosecution for … rape, sodomy, lewd or lascivious acts, continuous sexual abuse of a child, oral copulation, and sexual penetration,
[could be] commenced … prior to [V’s] 40th birthday.…
“This bill … allow[s] the prosecution of rape, sodomy, lewd or lascivious acts, continuous sexual abuse of a child, oral copulation, and sexual
penetration, that are committed under certain [specified] circumstances …
to be commenced at any time.”
Here is new Subdivision (b) of PC § 799, simplified for easier reading:
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(b)(1) Prosecution for a felony offense described in
[PC § 261, subd. (a),] paragraph[s] (1), (2), (3), (4), (6) or (7),
[PC § 262, subd. (a),] paragraph[s] (1), (2), (3), (4), or (5),
[PC §] 264.1],
[PC § 286, subd. (c),] paragraph[s] 2 and 3, and
subds. (d), (f), (g), (i), or (k),
[PC § 288, subd. (a)] [with] substantial sexual conduct [under]
[PC § 1203.066, subd. (b)]
[PC § 288] subdivision (b),
[PC § 288.5],
[PC § 288a, subd. (c),] paragraphs (2) or (3), and
subds. (d), (f), (g), (i), or (k),
[PC § 289, subds.] (a), (b), (d), (e), or (g)
may be commenced at any time.
(2) This … applies to crimes … committed on or after Jan[.]1,
2017, and to crimes for which the statute of limitations that was in effect prior to Jan[.] 1, 2017, has not run as of Jan[.] 1, 2017.

Vehicles
See also, “Crimes: New and Amended”; “Fines, Fees, and Penalties;” and “Rules of
Court” (Rule 4.106).

Kits for hands-free use of cell phones and devices: location in car regulated.
AB 1785, Stats. 2017, ch. 660

Rewrites VC § 23123.5

Before this amendment, VC 23123.5 regulated texting with “electronic wireless
communications device.”
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This bill adds “handheld wireless telephone,” and takes out the texting language.
The section’s focus is now on the requirements for where the device is mounted,
and can the hand operate it with a single swipe or tap of a finger.
The device must be, says VC 23123.5, subd. (c),
(1) mounted in the manner already required of GPS devices, or must be on the
dashboard or lower, so as not to interfere with vision, and
(2) “The driver’s hand is used to activate or deactivate a feature or function of the
handheld wireless telephone or wireless communications device with the motion of a single swipe or tap of the driver’s finger.”
Violation is $20 the first time, and $50 after that.
This section does not apply to manufacturer’s embedded devices.
Note: This bill may be interpreted to prohibit any holding of an electronic device while
driving.

Early warnings: coming on Jan. 1, 2018, or Jan. l, 2019
BA. Limit of driver of vehicle for hire: .04.
VC § 23152, subd. (d), already makes is “unlawful for a person who has 0.04 percent or more, by weight, of alcohol in [the] blood to drive a commercial motor vehicle,
This bill adds a new Subdivision (e) [and re-letters other subdivisions):

(e) Commencing July 1, 2018, it shall be unlawful for a person
who has 0.04 percent or more, by weight, of alcohol in his or her
blood to drive a motor vehicle when a passenger for hire is … in the
vehicle …. … “[P]assenger for hire” [is defined].

A similar provision is added to VC § 23153.

Ignition interlock devices and restricted licenses; coming 2019.
SB 1046, Stats. 2017, ch. 783.
Amends and adds several sections of the BP and VC.
These include VC §§ 23575.3 & 23575.5, and several in the 13352 to 13353.5 series.
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From the Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
“Effective January 1, 2019, and until January 1, 2026, the bill would
make an individual whose license has been suspended for driving a motor
vehicle [with] a certain blood-alcohol concentration and who is eligible for
a restricted driver’s license[,] eligible … without serving any period of the
suspension if the person meets all other eligibility requirements and … installs an ignition interlock device.”
One portion authorizes D to install an ignition interlock device prior to the effective date of the suspension and requires that D receive credit towards the mandatory term
to install an ignition interlock device.
Temporary license plates aren’t just paper anymore.
AB 516; Stats. 2017, ch. 90.

Amends 10 VC sections.

According to the Legislative Counsel’s Digest:
“[C]ommencing January 1, 2019, [this new law will] prohibit a person from displaying on a vehicle or presenting to a peace officer a temporary license plate that was not issued for that vehicle, and would make
counterfeiting a temporary license plate a felony. “The bill [will] require
temporary license plates to be securely fastened to the vehicle … and [will]
require a person upon receipt of permanent license plates to replace and destroy the temporary license plates. “
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Other New Laws of Note
 Bail: D.A., County Counsel, etc., can recover attorney’s fees from forfeited bail. AB
1854, Stats. 2017, ch. 378, PC 1305.3
 California Public Records Act disclosure can be made by web posting. AB 2853, ch.
275; Gov. Code § 6253.
 Controlled Substances: County jail felony (16 mo., 2 or 3 yrs.) to have GHB or other
drugs intending to commit sexual assaults. SB 1182; ch. 893, HS 11350.5; 11377.5
 Gang database: removal of name from. AB 2298; ch. 252, PC 186.34,; 186.35.
 Guns. Large capacity magazine illegal as of July 1, 2017, Prop. 63 and SB 1446; ch.
58. PC 32310; 32400; 32405; 3241-0; 34240; 32425; 32430; 32435; 32450.
 Guns. Assault weapon definition expanded. SB 880; ch. 48, PC 30515, 30680, 30900.
 Guns. Imitation gun includes cell phone cases looking like guns. AB 1798; ch. 198,
PC 16700.
 Human trafficking: Affirmative defense, except for serious and violent crimes, that D
was a [V] of trafficking and feared harm. AB 1761; ch. 636, PC 236.23.
 Human trafficking: juvenile [Vs]’ relief from certain convictions. SB 823; ch. 650; PC
236.14
 Human trafficking: witness under 15 under specified conditions can testify out of
presence of jury, judge, D, and attorneys AB 1276; ch. 635. PC 1347.1
 Human trafficking: Noncitizen cooperating [V] can get Form I-914, Supplement B
declaration. AB 2027; ch. 749; PC 679.11
 Juveniles: Petitions for recall and resentencing can be submitted after 15 years by a D
who was under 18 when committing the crime, who got life without parole. SB 1084;
ch. 867; PC 1170.
 Public defender law. Presumption that D sent to prison can’t pay for appointed counsel extended to Ds sent to Jail for more than 364 days. SB 614; ch. 534. PC 987.8
 Tobacco: Infraction within 250 ft. of youth sports event. SB 977; ch. 537; HS 104495
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